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Abstrat
We study the asymptoti behavior of two statistis dened on the symmetri group Sn
when n tends to innity: the number of elements of Sn having k reords, and the number of
elements of Sn for whih the sum of the positions of their reords is k. We use a probabilisti
argument to show that the saled asymptoti behavior of these statistis an be desribed
by remarkably simple funtions.
1 Introdution
In this paper we will study reords, also known in the literature as left to right maxima, out-
standing elements or strong reords. By denition, a reord of a permutation σ = a1 . . . an ∈ Sn
is a number aj suh that ai < aj for all i < j. The study of reords has been initiated by
Rényi who proved that the number of elements of Sn with exatly m yles in their yle de-
omposition is equal to the number of elements of Sn having exatly m reords, the latter being
given by c(n,m), the unsigned Stirling number of the rst kind [1℄. The asymptoti behavior
of these numbers has rst been studied by Jordan [2℄ who showed that for xed m and large n,
c(n,m)/(n−1)! ∼ (lnn+γ)m−1/(m−1)!, with γ being the Euler onstant. Moser and Wyman [3℄
onsidered three overlapping regions of the (n,m)−plane (for n ≥ m) and obtained asymptoti
formulae in eah ase. Wilf [4℄ gave an expliit asymptoti expansion of c(n,m) with m xed in
terms of powers of n and lnn. Finally, Temme [5℄ obtained an asymptoti formula for c(n,m) in
the limit n → ∞, uniformly for 1 ≤ m ≤ n (inluding the ase m ∼ n). Hwang [6℄ established
an expliit asymptoti expansion of c(n,m) valid for m = O(lnn). Later, Chelluri, Rihmond
and Temme [7℄ introdued the generalized Stirling numbers of the rst kind and studied their
asymptoti behavior. In partiular, they re-derived Temme's previous result and showed that
their results agree with those of Moser and Wyman.
Asymptoti properties of reord statistis have been studied by Wilf who obtained the fol-
lowing results [8℄:
(i) for xed r the average value of the rth reords, over all permutations of Sn that have that
many, is asymptoti to (lnn)r−1/(r − 1)! when n→ +∞,
(ii) the average value of a permutation σ at its rth reord, among all permutations that have
that many, is asymptoti to (1− 1/2r)n when n→ +∞,
(iii) Let 1 < j1 < j2 < · · · < jm be xed integers, and suppose that we attah a symbol s(j) =
`Y' or `N' to eah of these j's. Then the probability P that a permutation of Sn does have a
1
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reord at eah of the jv that is marked `Y', and does not have a reord at any of those that are
marked `N', is:
P =
∏
s(jv)=`N'
(
1− 1
jv
) ∏
s(jv)=`Y'
1
jv
. (1)
Myers and Wilf generalized the notion of reords [13℄. They studied strong and weak reords
dened on multiset permutations and words (a weak reord of a word w1, . . . , wn is a term wj
suh that wi ≤ wj for all i < j [10℄). For multiset permutations, they derived the generating
funtion for the number of permutations of a xed multiset M whih ontain exatly r strong
(respetively weak) reords. They also obtained the generating funtion of the probability that a
randomly seleted permutation ofM has exatly r strong reords. This gives the average number
of strong (respetively weak) reords among all permutations of M .
The notion of reords has been extended to random variables (for a survey of some results see
[14℄). The asymptoti behavior of the two statistis, `position' and `value' of the rth reord, have
been studied in [9, 10, 11℄ for a sequene of i.i.d random variables whih follow the geometri
law of parameter p, whih approah the model of random permutations in the limit p→ 0. For
other interesting results onerning reord statistis see [13℄.
In this artile, we re-derive Wilf's result (1) by using of a probabilisti argument. This will
allow us to perform a study of the asymptoti behavior of another statisti of reords: the
number of permutations of length n having k reords in the limit n → +∞ with the ratio k/n
xed. In this limit the re-saled number of reords k/n takes values on the interval [0, 1]. We
also introdue the new statisti for a permutation alled `sum of the positions of its reords'. We
nd the asymptoti behavior of the number of permutations of length n for whih the sum of
the positions of their reords is k in the limit n → +∞ with the ratio k/(n(n+1)
2
) xed. More
preisely, we show the following results:
(I) Let c(n, k) be the number of permutations of length n having k reords. Its generating
funtion is given by q(q + 1) · · · (q + n − 1), so that c(n, k) is the oeient of qk in the power
expansion. For n ≥ 1 and x ∈ [0, 1] dene the funtion fn by:
fn(x) =
{
c (n, [nx]) if x ≥ 1
n
,
c(n, 1) otherwise,
(2)
where [x] stands for the integer part of x. Then, when n tends to innity, the sequene of
funtions { ln(fn)
n ln(n)
;n ∈ N+} onverges uniformly with respet to x on the interval [0, 1] to the
funtion x 7→ 1 − x with an auray O ( 1
lnn
)
. In other words, there exists a onstant C suh
that for all integer n ≥ 2:
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ln(fn(x))n lnn − (1− x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Clnn .
(II) Let C(n, k) be the number of permutations of length n for whih the sum of the positions
of their reords is k. Its generating funtion is given by q(q2 + 1)(q3 + 2) · · · (qn + n − 1), so
that C(n, k) is the oeient of qk in the power expansion. For n ≥ 1 and x ∈ [0, 1] dene the
funtion φn by
2
:
2
This denition is motivated by the fat that C(n, k) = 0 if and only if k = 2 or k = n(n+1)2 − 1
2
φn(x) =

C(n, 1) = (n− 1)! if x < 6
n(n+1)
C(n, n(n+1)
2
) = 1 if x ≥ 1− 2
n(n+1)
C
(
n,
[
n(n+1)
2
x
])
otherwise.
(3)
Then, when n tends to innity, the sequene of funtions { ln(φn)
n ln(n)
;n ∈ N+} onverges uniformly
with respet to x on the interval [0, 1] to the funtion x 7→ √1− x with an auray O ( 1
lnn
)
. In
other words, there exists a onstant C˜ suh that for all integer n:
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ln(φn(x))n lnn −√1− x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C˜lnn.
It is important to note that the funtions fn and φn are dened on the same interval [0, 1].
The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we derive some results onerning reords
whih will be used in the rest of the paper. In setion 3 we prove assertion (I) and in setion 4
we show assertion (II). In the appendix we prove that (I) is onsistent with Temme's result [5℄
previously mentioned.
2 Notations and preliminary results
We endow the symmetri group Sn on a set of n elements with the uniform law. We begin with
some useful denitions.
Denition 2.1. Let σ = a1 . . . an ∈ Sn. Reall that a reord of σ is a number aj suh that
ai < aj for all i < j. We dene re(σ) as the number of reords of σ. The generating funtion of
this statisti is:
Tn(q) =
∑
σ∈Sn
qrec(σ).
Likewise we dene sre(σ) as the sum of the positions of all reords of σ. The generating funtion
of this statisti:
Pn(q) =
∑
σ∈Sn
qsrec(σ).
LetXk(σ) be the random variable whih equals 1 if k is a position of a reord of σ and 0 otherwise.
Example 2.2. The permutation of length 8, σ = 4, 7, 5, 1, 6, 8, 2, 3 (i.e. σ sends 1 to 4, 2 to 7
et.) has 3 reords: 4,7 and 8 so that re(σ) = 3 and sre(σ) = 1 + 2 + 6 = 9.
Our work relies on the following proposition, rst proved by Rényi [1℄.
Proposition 2.3. The random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn are independent. Moreover, P(Xk =
1) = 1
k
.
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Proof. This proposition is a onsequene of proposition 1.3.9 and orollary 1.3.10 of [15, 16℄. It
omes from the following remark. For a permutation σ = a1 . . . an and an integer n suh that
1 ≤ i ≤ n, dene:
ri(σ) = Card{j : j < i, aj > ai}.
Then the mapping whih sends a permutation σ = a1 . . . an on the n-tuple (r1(σ), . . . , rn(σ))
is as a bijetion between Sn and the n-tuples (r1, . . . , rn) suh that 0 ≤ ri ≤ i − 1 for all i.
Furthermore, ri(σ) = 0 if, and only if, aj is a reord of σ. 
Example 2.4. By this bijetion, the image of 4, 7, 5, 1, 6, 8, 2, 3 is {0, 0, 1, 3, 1, 0, 5, 5}.
Denition 2.5. Dene C(n, k) as the number of elements ofSn for whih the sum of the positions
of their reords is k.
Using proposition 2.3 one an show the following results.
Proposition 2.6. The generating funtions of the statistis `re' and `sre' are:
Tn(q) =
∑
σ∈Sn
qrec(σ) = q(q + 1) · · · (q + n− 1) =
n∑
k=0
c(n, k)qk (4)
Pn(q) =
∑
σ∈Sn
qsrec(σ) = q(q2 + 1)(q3 + 2) · · · (qn + n− 1) =
n(n+1)
2∑
k=1
C(n, k)qk. (5)
The generating funtion (4) is well known [16℄.
3 Asymptoti behavior of the oeients c(n, k)
Let us rst examine the asymptoti behavior of c(n, k) when n tends to innity and k/n is xed.
In this limit, it is not obvious that the oeients c(n, k) have a well dened asymptoti behavior.
It is onvenient to introdue the new saling variable x = k/n whih takes values in the interval
[0, 1]. We introdue a new funtion fn as:
fn(x) = c (n, nx) . (6)
Note that when x is of the form k/n the two relations (2) and (6) oinide. For a xed integer
n, the variable x takes rational values. Moreover in the limit n → ∞ they run through a dense
subset of [0, 1]. One may wonder whether the funtion fn(x) is well dened in this limit. And if
so, what is the limit funtion?
For this purpose we extend the funtion fn to the whole interval [0, 1] as in Eq.(2). We now
state the theorem whih desribes the asymptoti behavior of c(n, k).
Theorem 3.1. The sequene of funtions { ln(fn)
n ln(n)
;n ∈ N+} onverges uniformly when n tends to
innity with respet to x on the interval [0, 1] to the funtion x 7→ 1−x with an auray O ( 1
lnn
)
.
In other words, there exists a onstant C suh that for all integer n:
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ln(fn(x))n ln(n) − (1− x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Clnn. (7)
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The proof relies on a ombinatorial and probabilisti interpretation of the oeients c(n, k).
In the rest of this setion we onsider n to be an integer.
Lemma 3.2. Let P(rec = k) = c(n,k)
n!
. Then:
P(rec = k) =
∑
v1<v2<···<vk≤n
v1=1
1
v1v2 · · · vk
(
1− 1
vk+1
)
· · ·
(
1− 1
vn
)
(8)
under the additional onditions vk+1 < · · · < vn ≤ n and vi 6= vj for i 6= j.
Proof. Choosing a permutation with k reords is equivalent to hoosing the positions of its
k reords as 1 = v1 < v2 < · · · < vk ≤ n. By proposition 2.3, a position vi is hosen as a
reord position with probability
1
vi
and is not hosen as a reord position with probability 1− 1
vi
.
Furthermore this hoie is independent for eah position. This yields the result of the lemma. 
This gives a probabilisti proof of Wilf's result (1) mentioned in the Introdution.
Lemma 3.3. Let x ∈ [ 1
n
, 1] and k = [nx]. The following double inequality holds:
(n− [nx])!
n(n!)
≤ P(rec = k) ≤ 2n 1
[nx]!
Proof. This is a onsequene of lemma 3.2 after taking into aount the properties:
(i) the number of k-tuples (v1, . . . , vk) suh that v1 < v2 < · · · < vk ≤ n, v1 = 1, vi 6= vj for
i 6= j and vk+1 < · · · < vn ≤ n is less than 2n,
(ii) we have:
1
n
=
(
1− 1
2
)
· · ·
(
1− 1
n
)
≤
(
1− 1
vk+1
)
· · ·
(
1− 1
vn
)
≤ 1,
(iii) and for integers 1 = v1 < v2 < · · · < vk ≤ n:
k! ≤ v1v2 · · · vk ≤ n!
(n− k)! .

All the essential ingredients have now been gathered, and we turn to the proof of theorem
3.1.
Proof of theorem 3.1. Using the same variables as in lemma 3.3 and the funtion fn dened
in (2), one obtains:
ln ((n− [nx])!)
n lnn
− 1
n
≤ ln(fn(x))
n ln(n)
≤ ln 2
lnn
+
lnn!
n lnn
− ln([nx]!)
n lnn
. (9)
Dene Mn(x) = lnn
∣∣∣ ln(fn(x))n ln(n) − (1− x)∣∣∣. Then:
sup
x∈[0,1]
Mn(x) ≤ sup
x∈[0, 1
n
]
Mn(x) + sup
x∈[ 1
n
,1]
Mn(x)
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Using c(n, 1) = (n− 1)! (see Eq.(4)) and lemma 3.3 one obtains:
sup
x∈[0,1]
Mn(x) ≤ sup
x∈[0, 1
n
]
lnn
∣∣∣∣ ln(n− 1)!n lnn − (1− x)
∣∣∣∣ + sup
x∈[ 1
n
,1]
lnn
∣∣∣∣ ln(fn(x))n ln(n) − (1− x)
∣∣∣∣
Stirling's formula (lnn! = n lnn + O(n)) shows that the rst term is bounded when n tends
to innity. Now denote Bn the seond term of the right-hand side of the above inequality. By
Eq.(9) there exist onstants C1 and C2 suh that:
Bn ≤ C1 + sup
x∈[ 1
n
,1]
∣∣∣∣ lnn!n − ln([nx]!)n − (1− x) lnn
∣∣∣∣+ sup
x∈[ 1
n
,1]
∣∣∣∣ ln ((n− [nx])!)n − (1− x) lnn
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C2,
where in the seond inequality we used Stirling's formula. This onludes the proof. 
4 Asymptotis of the oeients C(n, k)
We now investigate the asymptoti behavior of the oeients C(n, k) (see denition 2.5) for
large n. When n is a xed integer, the oeients C(n, k) (with 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n+1)
2
) are positive
integers. As before, we are interested in their asymptoti behavior in the limit n → +∞ with
the ratio k/(n(n+1)
2
) xed. To this end we introdue the saling variable x = 2k/(n(n+1)) whih
takes values in the interval [0, 1] as well as the funtion φn:
φn(x) = C
(
n,
n(n + 1)
2
x
)
. (10)
Then, the problem redues to nding the asymptoti behavior of φn(x) in the limit n→∞. For
this purpose we extend the funtion φn to the whole interval [0, 1] as in Eq.(3). We now state
the main theorem whih desribes the asymptoti behavior of the oeients C(n, k).
Theorem 4.1. The sequene of funtions { ln(φn)
n ln(n)
;n ∈ N+} onverges uniformly when n tends
to innity with respet to x on the interval [0, 1] to the funtion x 7→ √1− x with an auray
O
(
1
lnn
)
. In other words, there exists a onstant C˜ suh that for all integer n:
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ln(φn(x))n ln(n) −√1− x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C˜lnn.
To illustrate this theorem we plot the two funtions x 7→ √1− x and ψn = ln(φn)n ln(n) for dierent
values of n (for n = 50 in g. 1 and for n = 150 in g. 2) obtained with Mathematia. In
agreement with theorem 4.1, ψn onverges to the funtion
√
1− x. We also plot the funtion:
τ : n 7−→ lnn · sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ln(φn(x))n ln(n) −√1− x
∣∣∣∣
in g. 3 for n = 2, 3, . . . , 50. In agreement with theorem 4.1, this funtion is bounded by a
onstant C˜.
The proof of this theorem is based on a ombinatorial and probabilisti interpretation of the
oeients C(n, k) whih gives us lemma 4.2.
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Figure 1: Graph of ψ50 and
√
1− x Figure 2: Graph of ψ150 and
√
1− x
Figure 3: Graph of the funtion τ for n = 2, . . . , 50
Lemma 4.2. Let P(srec = k) = C(n,k)
n!
. Then:
P(srec = k) =
∑
v1+v2+···+vr=k
v1=1,r≤n
1
v1v2 · · · vr
(
1− 1
vr+1
)
· · ·
(
1− 1
vn
)
(11)
under the additional onditions v1 < v2 < · · · < vr ≤ n, vr+1 < · · · < vn ≤ n and vi 6= vj for
i 6= j.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of lemma 3.2. Choosing an element of Sn for whih the
sum of the positions of its reords is k, is hoosing the position of its reords 1 = v1 < v2 <
· · · < vr ≤ n suh that v1 + v2 + · · · + vr = k. By proposition 2.3, a position vi is hosen as a
reord position with probability
1
vi
and is not hosen as a reord position with probability 1− 1
vi
.
Furthermore this hoie is independent for eah position. This yields the result of the lemma. 
Denition 4.3. We say that the r-tuple (v1, . . . , vr) satises the onditions (Ck,n) if:
(Ck,n) : v1 = 1, r ≤ n, v1 < v2 < · · · < vr ≤ n and v1 + v2 + · · ·+ vr = k. (12)
Note that there exists an r-tuple (v1, . . . , vr) satisfying the onditions (Ck,n) if and only if
C(n, k) > 0, that is k 6= 2 and k 6= n(n+1)
2
− 1. We now isolate the greatest term in the sum of
formula (11). This motivates the following denition.
7
Denition 4.4. Let k, n be integers suh that 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n+1)
2
, k 6= 2 and k 6= n(n+1)
2
−1. Dene:
m(n, k) = min
r≤n,(v1,...,vr)
satises (Ck,n)
v1v2 · · · vr. (13)
This minimum gives us an inequality satised by the oeients:
Proposition 4.5. We have:
1
nm(n, k)
≤ P(srec = k) ≤ 2
n
m(n, k)
. (14)
Proof. Note that the total number of r-tuples (1 ≤ r ≤ n) satisfying the onditions (Ck,n) is
less then 2n, so that:
1
nm(n, k)
=
1
m(n, k)
(
1− 1
2
)
· · ·
(
1− 1
n
)
≤ P(srec = k) ≤ 2
n
m(n, k)
.
This onludes the proof. 
We will have to study three ases: 3 ≤ k ≤ n, n ≤ k < n(n−1)
2
and
n(n−1)
2
≤ k ≤ n(n+1)
2
.
For eah ase, we will nd either the expression for the minimum m(n, k) dened in (13) or a
lower and upper bound for m(n, k). These expressions will be useful in nding the asymptoti
behavior. In the following, n will be onsidered as an integer greater than 3 and k as an integer.
4.1 Case 3 ≤ k ≤ n
This ase is the easiest one as shows the following lemma.
Proposition 4.6. Let 3 ≤ k ≤ n. Then:
n!
(k − 1)n ≤ C(n, k) ≤
2nn!
k − 1 . (15)
Proof. One an verify that the minimum m(n, k), dened in (13), is realized by the r-tuple
(v1, . . . , vr) for r = 2, when v1 = 1 and v2 = k− 1. In this ase, m(n, k) = k− 1, and proposition
4.5 yields the result. 
It is important to note that when n + 1 ≤ k this argument annot be applied anymore. We
would like to take v2 = k − 1, this is impossible sine the onditions (12) require v2 ≤ n.
4.2 Case n+ 1 ≤ k < n(n−1)2
Let k be an integer suh that n+1 ≤ k < n(n−1)
2
. In this ase, one expets the minimum m(n, k)
to be realized when most of the reords are at the last positions:
Lemma 4.7. Let (v1, . . . , vr) be an r-tuple whih realizes the minimum m(n, k). Let i0 = i0(n, k)
be the greatest integer suh that:
k − 1 ≥ n+ (n− 1) + · · ·+ (n− i0). (16)
Then for 0 ≤ i ≤ i0(n, k), n− i is equal to one of the vj.
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Proof. For the sake of ontradition assume that i is the smallest integer suh that n − i does
not appear in v1, . . . , vr. Then either 1 < v2 < n− i, or
v1 + v2 + · · ·+ vr = 1 + (n− i+ 1) + · · ·+ (n− 1) + n ≤ 1 + (k − 1)− (n− i) < k,
whih ontradits the onditions (12). So let j ≥ 2 be the greatest integer suh that vj < n− i.
The desired ontradition will arise if we nd an r-tuple suh that the produt of its elements
will be less than m(n, k), therefore ontraditing the minimality of m(n, k). A few ases have to
be studied. It is important to remember that the vi have to be all dierent.
Case 1: vj 6= n− i− 1. If there exists l > 1 suh that 1 < vl ≤ (n − i) − vj, we delete vl
and vj from our r-tuple and replae them by vl + vj . This ontradits the minimality of m(n, k)
sine vlvj>vl+vj. Moreover if j = 2 then:
1 + vj + (n− i+ 1) + · · ·+ n < 1 + (n− i) + (n− i+ 1) + · · ·+ n ≤ k,
whih ontradits (12). Hene 1 < v2 < vj and v2 > (n−i)−vj ≥ 2, implying v2−1 ≥ 2. Replae
v2 by v2−1 and vj by vj+1. This ontradits the minimality ofm(n, k) sine v2vj > (v2−1)(vj+1).
Case 2: vj = n− i− 1. If j = 2, as before:
1+ (n− i− 1)+ (n− i+1)+ · · ·+n ≤ (n− i− 1)+ k− (n− i)− (n− i− 1)− · · ·− (n− i0) < k,
whih ontradits (12). Thus 1 < v2 < vj .
Subase 2.1: v2 > 2. Remplae v2 by v2 − 1 and vj by vj + 1 to get a ontradition sine
v2vj > (v2 − 1)(vj + 1).
Subase 2.2: v2 = 2. Sine k <
n(n−1)
2
(this inequality is ruial here), there exists an
integer 1 < u < vj suh that u is not one of the vi. Consider the greatest integer l suh that
vl < u. The minimality of m(n, k) is nally ontradited by replaing in the r-tuple {2, vl, vj} by
{vl + 1, vj + 1} sine 2vlvj > (vl + 1)(vj + 1). 
Lemma 4.8. Following the notations of lemma 4.7, we have:
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n− i0) ≤ m(n, k) ≤
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n− i0)e
n, (17)
where Γ(n) is Euler's Gamma funtion.
Proof. By lemma 4.7, it is lear that
Γ(n+1)
Γ(n−i0)
≤ m(n, k). For the seond inequality, let j be the
greatest integer suh that vj < n− i0. By denition of i0:
k − 1 < n+ (n− 1) + · · ·+ (n− i0) + (n− i0 − 1).
Sine (v1, . . . , vr) satises (12):
1 +
j∑
i=2
vi + (n− i0) + (n− i0 + 1) + · · ·+ (n− 1) + n = k.
Hene:
j∑
i=2
vi < n− i0 − 1 ≤ n
9
The arithmeti-geometri mean inequality and a brief study of the funtion x 7→ (n
x
)x
yield:
j∏
i=2
vi ≤
(
n
j − 1
)j−1
≤ en, (18)
implying the result of the lemma. 
Proposition 4.9. For n+ 1 ≤ k < n(n−1)
2
we have:
1
nen
Γ(n− i0) ≤ C(n, k) ≤ 2nΓ(n− i0) (19)
Proof. Combine proposition 4.5 and lemma 4.8, and use the fat that C(n, k) = P(srec = k)/n!.

4.3 Case
n(n−1)
2
≤ k ≤ n(n+1)
2
Let k be an integer suh that n(n−1)
2
≤ k ≤ n(n+1)
2
and k 6= n(n+1)
2
− 1. Let us prove that the
result of proposition 4.9 holds in this ase too (note that we will not use lemma 4.7).
Lemma 4.10. Let (v1, . . . , vr) be an r-tuple whih realizes the minimum m(n, k) dened in (13).
Let i0 = i0(n, k) be the greatest integer suh that:
k − 1 ≥ n+ (n− 1) + · · ·+ (n− i0).
Then:
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n− i0) ≤ m(n, k) ≤
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(n− i0)e
n, (20)
where Γ is Euler's Gamma funtion.
Proof. It goes along the same lines as the proof of lemma 4.7. If, for 0 ≤ i ≤ i0, n− i is equal to
one of the vj, then we ontinue as in the previous subsetion. If not, let i be the smallest integer
suh that n − i does not appear in v1, . . . , vr. We an also assume that we are in the Subase
2.2 of the proof of lemma 4.7 (if not, we obtain a ontradition as in the proof of lemma 4.7).
Consequently, v2 = 2, there exists an integer j suh that vj < n− i and if 1 < u < vj then u is
one of the vi. In other words, all positions but n− i are reords. For onveniene, we introdue
u = n(n+1)
2
− k, where k = v1 + v2 + · · ·+ vr, so that 3 ≤ u ≤ n. Thus:
u =
n(n+ 1)
2
− k = n− i and m(n, k) = n!
n− i =
n!
u
.
By denition of i0, Eq.(16), one gets:
i0(n, k) =
[
2n− 1−√4n2 + 4n− 8k + 9
2
]
=
[
n− 1
2
−
√
2u+
9
4
]
. (21)
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Let us prove the rst inequality in (20). First note that it is equivalent to u ≤ Γ(n− i0). For
x > 0 dene E(x) to be x if x ∈ N and [x] + 1 otherwise, so that n− [n− x] = E(x). In virtue
of (21), the inequality u ≤ Γ(n− i0) is equivalent to:
u ≤ Γ
(
E
(
1
2
+
√
2u+
9
4
))
.
This inequality is veried for u = 3 and for all integers u ≥ 4 one has:
u ≤ Γ
(
1
2
+
√
2u+
9
4
)
,
so that the rst inequality is proved.
Let us now prove the seond inequality in (20). For all integer u suh that 3 ≤ u ≤ n, we
have:
Γ(n− i0) ≤ Γ
([
1
2
+
√
2u+
9
4
]
+ 1
)
≤ ueu ≤ uen,
where the rst inequality follows from the properties of the Γ funtion and the seond one from
the fat that u ≤ n. 
Using proposition 4.5 and lemma 4.10 we nally extend proposition 4.9 to:
Proposition 4.11. For an integer k suh that n + 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n+1)
2
and k 6= n(n+1)
2
− 1 we have:
1
nen
Γ(n− i0) ≤ C(n, k) ≤ 2nΓ(n− i0) (22)
4.4 Proof of the main theorem
Let n be an integer suh that n ≥ 4 and x ∈ [0, 1]. Dene k = k(n, x) =
[
xn(n+1)
2
]
. Note that
3 ≤ k ≤ n if and only if 6
n(n+1)
≤ x < 2
n
. When x ≥ 2
n
, dene i0(n, x) := i0(n, k(n, x)) as in
Eq.(16).
Lemma 4.12. The following inequality holds:
∀n ∈ N, n ≥ 4, ∀x ∈
[
2
n
, 1− 2
n(n+ 1)
]
, |n− i0(n, x)− n
√
1− x| ≤ 3.
Proof. It an be dedued from Eq.(21) by using the fat that k =
[
xn(n+1)
2
]
. 
Proof of theorem 4.1. Dene Kn(x) = lnn
∣∣∣ ln(φn(x))n ln(n) −√1− x∣∣∣ (see Eq.(3) for the denition
of φn). Then:
sup
x∈[0,1]
Kn(x) ≤ sup
x∈[0, 6
n(n+1)
]
Kn(x) + sup
x∈[ 6
n(n+1)
, 2
n
)
Kn(x) + sup
x∈[ 2
n
,1]
Kn(x)
Denote the rst term on the right-hand side of this inequality as An, the seond one as Bn and
the third one as Cn. We prove that they are all bounded by a onstant independent of n.
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(i) We have:
An = sup
x∈[0, 6
n(n+1)
]
lnn
∣∣∣∣ ln(n− 1)!n lnn −√1− x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C˜1
by Stirling's formula.
(ii) By proposition 4.6 we have:
Bn ≤ sup
x∈[ 6
n(n+1)
, 2
n
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ln(n!)− ln(
[
xn(n+1)
2
]
− 1)− lnn
n
−√1− x lnn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ sup
x∈[ 6
n(n+1)
, 2
n
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n ln(2) + ln(n!)− ln(
[
xn(n+1)
2
]
− 1)
n
−√1− x ln(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C˜2 + 2 sup
x∈[ 6
n(n+1)
, 2
n
)
∣∣∣∣ ln(n!)n −√1− x ln(n)
∣∣∣∣
≤ C˜3
(iii) By lemma 4.12 for
2
n
≤ x ≤ 1−( 5
n
)2
, one has n
√
1− x ≥ 5 so that n−i0(n, x) ≥ n
√
1− x−3
and n
√
1− x − 3 ≥ 2. For 1 − ( 5
n
)2 ≤ x < 1 − 2
n(n+1)
one has n− i0(n, x) ≥ 2. Note that
for x suh that x ≥ 1− 2
n(n+1)
one has φn(x) = 1. Hene by proposition 4.11:
Cn ≤ sup
x∈[ 2
n
,1]
∣∣∣∣∣ln 2 + ln
(
Γ
(
n
√
1− x+ 3))
n
−√1− x lnn
∣∣∣∣∣
+ sup
x∈[ 2
n
,1−( 5n)
2
]
∣∣∣∣∣− ln nn − 1 + ln
(
Γ
(
n
√
1− x− 3))
n
−√1− x lnn
∣∣∣∣∣
+ sup
x∈[1−( 5n)
2
,1− 2
n(n+1)
)
∣∣∣∣− lnnn − 1−√1− x lnn
∣∣∣∣
+ sup
x∈[1− 2
n(n+1)
,1]
∣∣√1− x lnn∣∣
≤ C˜4,
and this onludes the proof.

5 Appendix
In this appendix we show that our theorem 3.1 is onsistent with Temme's result [5℄ (see also
[7℄).
Let m,n be positive integers suh that m ≤ n. Dene:
φ(u) = ln((u+ 1)(u+ 2) · · · (u+ n))−m ln u. (23)
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Let u1 be the unique positive solution of the equation φ
′(u) = 0 (see [5℄ for the proof that u1
is unique). Let t1 = m/(n − m) and B = φ(u1) − n ln(1 + t1) + m ln t1. Finally let g(t1) =
u−11 [m(n−m)/(nφ′′(u1))]1/2.
Theorem 5.1 (Temme). The relation
c(n,m) ∼ eBg(t1)
(
n
m
)
(24)
holds uniformly for 1 ≤ m ≤ n in the limit n→∞.
We show that our theorem 3.1 is a onsequene of theorem 5.1. In other words, we dedue
from Temme's formula the fat that the oeients c(n,m) have a saled asymptoti behavior
in the limit n→∞ with the ratio m/n xed, whih is not lear a priori.
Proposition 5.2. Let x be a real number suh that 0 < x < 1. Using the previous denitions
with m = [nx], the following relation holds:
lim
n→∞
ln(eBg(t1)
(
n
[nx]
)
)
n lnn
= 1− x (25)
To prove this, the following lemma will be useful. It shows that u1/n has a nie behavior for
large n.
Lemma 5.3. For n suiently large we have:
x2
6(4/3− x) ≤
u1
n
≤ x
1− x +
1
n
(26)
Proof. Let f(u) = 1/(u+ 1) + 1/(u+ 2) + · · ·+ 1/(u+ n). Reall that u1 satises the relation
φ′(u1) = f(u1)− [nx]
u1
= 0. (27)
For the seond inequality in (26), note that:
n
u1 + n
≤ 1
u1 + 1
+
1
u1 + 2
+ · · ·+ 1
u1 + n
=
[nx]
u1
≤ nx+ 1
u1
,
so that u1 ≤ (n(x+ 1/n))/(1− (x+ 1/n)) ≤ nx/(1− x) + 1, where the last inequality holds for
n suiently large.
For the rst inequality in (26), let α = x2/(6(4/3− x)) so that x/2+ (1−x/2)α/(α+ x/2) =
3x/4 and p = [xn/2]. Sine the funtion u 7→ uf(u) is inreasing for positive u, it is suient to
show that f(αn) ≤ (nx− 1)/(αn). Then:
f(αn) =
1
αn+ 1
+
1
αn+ 2
+ · · ·+ 1
αn+ n
≤ p
αn
+
n− p
αn+ p
≤ xn/2
αn
+
n− (xn/2− 1)
αn+ xn/2 − 1
≤ x
2α
+
1− x/2− 1/n
α + x/2− 1/n =
3x
4α
− 1− x/2
α+ x/2
+
1− x/2− 1/n
α + x/2− 1/n
≤ x
α
− 1
nα
, (28)
where the last inequality holds for n suiently large. 
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Proof of proposition 5.2. Let us show that only the term φ(u1) entering the expression
for B provides the dominant ontribution on the right-hand side of Eq.(25). More preisely:
- Using Stirling's formula, it is easy to see that limn→∞
ln ( n[nx])
n lnn
= 0.
- To show that limn→∞
ln g(t1)
n lnn
= 0, it is suient to show that limn→∞
lnφ′′(u1)
n lnn
= 0. It is
onvenient to write φ′′(u1) as φ
′′(u1) = ψ
′(u1 + n + 1) − ψ′(u1 + 1) + [nx]/u21, where ψ is
the psi funtion. Lemma 5.3 and the fat that ψ′(x) ∼ 1/x for large x (see e.g. [17℄) give
the result.
- It is lear that limn→∞
ln |−n ln(1+t1)+[nx] ln t1|
n lnn
= 0.
- Finally, observe that φ(u1) = ln Γ(u1 + n+ 1)− ln Γ(u1 + 1)− [nx] ln u1. Stirling's formula
and the fat that ln(u1 + n + 1) = ln(u1 + 1) + o(lnn) (whih is a onsequene of lemma
5.3) show that limn→∞
φ(u1)
n lnn
= 1− x. This onludes the proof.

Thus we have reprodued the saled asymptoti behavior of c(n, [nx]) using Temme's result.
However, it seems diult to also reprodue by this means the error estimate stated in theorem
3.1. To this end, it would be neessary to give a more preise asymptoti behavior of u1.
Conlusion
We have studied the asymptoti behavior of the integers c(n, k) (respetively C(n, k)) equal to
the number of elements of Sn having k reords (respetively for whih the sum of the positions
of their reords are k) by using a probabilisti argument. One an note that these integers an
be dened outside of any ombinatorial bakground sine c(n, k) appears as the oeient of
qk in the polynomial q(q + 1) · · · (q + n − 1) and C(n, k) appears as the oeient of qk in the
polynomial q(q2 + 1)(q3 + 2) · · · (qn + n − 1). Thus studying the asymptoti behavior of these
numbers seems deliate, but the probabilisti interpretation gave us a onvenient formula dening
these integers. Surprisingly, the saled asymptoti behavior of these rather ompliated numbers
an be desribed by a remarkably simple funtion.
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Note added
Reently, based on the result obtained in the present paper, the statisti `sum of the position of
reords' has also been onsidered in the ase of the geometri law in [12℄.
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